


I MARTY HOLTGREN 

Bringing Us Back 
to the River 

The annual nme (lake sturgeon) return and its celebration by our Peoples assure the 

renewal and continuation of human and all other life. 

-Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Nme Stewardship Plan 

THE HISTORY OF NME IN THE GREAT LAKES IS A STORY OF HARMONY, TRAGEDY, 

and an opportunity for redemption. The tragedy has been well documented by 
historians, academics, and writers chronicling a time when sturgeon were an abun
dant member of the lakes and their later spiral toward near extinction (Auer 1999; 

Tody 1974; Schoolcraft 1970; Harkness and Dymond 1961). I have sat through many 
lectures on sturgeon where I was presented with the same exhausting information 
about how their habitat was destroyed, how they were overharvested, and why the 
current outlook is so bleak. I believe it is time for a different story for the sturgeon, 
one of harmony and commitment toward their recovery, where the story comes 
from many voices. 

One such source is from Native American people who have lived in harmony 
with sturgeon for millennia. Their relationship with the sturgeon may be char
acterized by conservation approaches, stewardship, and religious beliefs (LRBOI 
2008; Rettig, Eerkes, and Pinkerton 1989). Native American oral history provides 
us information about a time when the sturgeon and human communities were in 
balance within the Great Lakes ecosystem. This history, and the worldview that 
comes with it, can provide a road map to restoring this species' place in the Great 
Lakes-an opportunity for redeeming the tragedy that has been so well documented. 
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This opportunity for the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians (LRBOI) came in the 
form of a cargo trailer on the banks of the Big Manistee River. 

When I tell people that I am a fisheries biologist for the LRBOI and doing 
sturgeon restoration, I usually get a blank look followed by puzzlement and then a set 
of common questions. "Why would a tribe have a natural resources department and 
be involved with managing fish?" "Would a tribal management approach be different 
from that of the other agencies?" Within this chapter I hope to make apparent the 
answer to these questions by detailing the road map to redemption I spoke of earlier. 
I will use a case study from the LRBOI to demonstrate a unique tribal approach to 
restoration and stewardship. 

The answer to the first question is embedded in a deep history of cultural, social, 
and political elements. Simply put, the tribes in the Great Lakes manage natural 
resources to protect cultural sovereignty and to meet the generational and unique 
needs of tribal members. Cultural sovereignty is the process of tribes making deci
sions internally that protect traditions and customs (Coffey and Tsosie 2001), and 
this is evident throughout the Great Lakes, as the tribes are managing watersheds, 
reservation natural resources, and species that are of great consequence to them. 
The tribes have a need to manage the fishery in addition to other management 
institutions because tribal needs and worldviews are often very different from those 
of the general population (Berk es 2009; Mattes and Kmiecik 2006; Kimmerer 2000; 

Salmon 2000; Notske 1995; Busiahn 1989). 

The sturgeon population in the Big Manistee River, Michigan, is an example 
where for over 100 years the population was overlooked, where decisions and 
concerns for resource managers were often how many exotic trout should be stocked 
or what the fisherman's opinion may be about that year's harvest. Out of necessity 
and a cultural responsibility, the tribes began to work on restoring the sturgeon 
because it was unacceptable to them to lose a species that is revered and belongs in 
the watershed (LRBOI 2008). 

So why different management strategies for different agencies? The basis of state 
fisheries management relies on ownership of the fisheries resource. This is known as 
the common property principle, where the entire populace owns the fishery and the 
state government has the right and responsibility of being the trustee (Henquinet and 
Dobson 2006; Nielsen 1999). Within this framework, the state has the difficult task of 
maintaining open access to the fishery while ensuring the protection, sustainability, 
and productivity of the resource. Over the past century many of the species that are 
important to the tribes did not receive priority under the auspices of the public trust. 
Examples are abundant; in the state of Michigan millions of dollars have been spent 
on introducing nonnative species with little funding being spent on endemic species 
of significance to the tribes, including lake sturgeon, sucker, and the extirpated Arctic 
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grayling. Therefore, the tribes have a need to keep these species present regardless 
of what the current state management perspective or funding priorities may be. 

The LRBOI has a past that recognizes the importance of sturgeon and a future 
that is focused on preserving it (LRBOI 2008; McClurken 2009). The Big Manistee 
River defines the tribe's reservation, which is one of the few rivers on the eastern 

shoreline of Lake Michigan supporting a sturgeon population known to have a small 
group of spawners. Historically, tribal people would gather on the banks of the 
river each year for the lake sturgeon, sucker, and Arctic grayling spawning runs. Jay 
Sam, tribal cultural preservation director, says this about this historic event: "The 
grandfather fish (sturgeon), and its relatives the undermouth fish (sucker), they 
would sacrifice themselves during the sucker moon so the people would have food 

until the other crops were available:' The sturgeon is a clan spirit (LRBOI 2008). 
The historical importance of these clan spirits within tribal communities is 

evidenced on the pages of documents from the 1800s, where Tribal people would 
"sign their names" not in English but with symbols and their Aniishinabek names 
that represented their family lineage and clans (LRBOI 2008; GLIFWC 2007). On 

these documents is the distinct image of the sturgeon. These clan spirits are often 
the focus of tribal natural resources departments: the LRBOI, Menominee Indian 
Tribe of Wisconsin (Runstrom et al. 2002), and White Earth Nation with sturgeon, 
the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians with wolves, and the Grand Traverse 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians with martin are just a few examples. 

In 1836 a treaty was signed where five tribes ceded about one-third of what is 
now known as the state of Michigan. The cession guaranteed that the tribes would be 
granted the "Usual privileges of occupancy" to hunt, fish, and gather from the land 
and waters. I cannot help but wonder how the tribal chiefs at the time of the treaty 

signing viewed the Great Lakes. Could they envision a time when the clan spirits 
and the species so vital to their communities would be gone? The list is exhaustive. 
The Arctic grayling and woodland caribou have gone extinct, and the populations 

of wolf, martin, and moose are only a fraction of what they once were. This is where 
the tribes have continued to play a large role in management by participating in 

natural resource management decision making, developing tribal stewardship plans, 
conducting biological assessments and restoration projects. 

I New Beginnings 

In 2001 the LRBOI began to quantify fish populations within its reservation waters. 
Past research had shown that the sturgeon population was very small, and no true 

evidence of recent natural reproduction was available. The tribe hired fisheries 
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professionals, purchased equipment, and began collecting information on the lake 

sturgeon. From the very beginning the tribal community was excited about the 

sturgeon program and at the prospect of seeing them restored. The excitement 
produced what was called a "Cultural Context Group" made up of tribal members 

and biologists that would develop goals and objectives for their sturgeon program 
and ultimately a stewardship plan that would guide the tribal natural resources 

department in their lake sturgeon restoration. This group had representatives from 
many different sections of the tribal community; men and women, elders and youth, 

artisans and pipe carriers. 
Rather than just having biologists determine restoration strategies, this group 

would provide a tribal voice in the management direction. This "voice" was an amal

gamation of cultural, biological, political, and social elements, all being important 
and often indistinguishable from each other. The biologists of the group recognized 

early on that an exciting part of developing a sturgeon plan was using sound biologi
cal principles to meet objectives that were not necessarily or exclusively biological. 
For instance, the first goal of the stewardship plan was "Restore the harmony and 
connectivity between nme and the Anishinaabek and bring them both back to the 
river:' Bringing the sturgeon back to the river was an obvious biological element; 
however, restoring harmony and connectivity between sturgeon and people was 
steeped in the cultural and social realm. 

Within these Cultural Context Group meetings, we observed that the depth of 
the relationship between the sturgeon and the tribe would bring a unique manage
ment perspective. Each "meeting" began with a ceremony, and the conversation was 

held over a feast, including wild rice soup and fry bread. After almost two years the 
stories, the friendly dialogue, and the vision shared at these meetings would produce 
a plan that would guide the LRBOI's sturgeon work for the next seven generations. 

The four goals of the plan were these: 

• Restore the harmony and connectivity between nme and the Anishinaabek and 

bring them both back to the river 
• Restore the nme and reclaim the environment on which it depends for future 

generations of nme and Anishinaabek in perpetuity 
• Emphasize strategies that promote natural reproduction and a healthy watershed 
• Protect tribal sovereignty and treaty rights 
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I Medicine and Drift Nets 

One of the most challenging species to rehabilitate in the Great Lakes may be nme, 
largely due to a life history that is extreme when compared to other freshwater 
species. Probably the most daunting realization for me as a nme biologist is that the 
management actions that we implement today will not be fully realized within my 

career because nme mature so slowly and may spawn for the first time only after 
10-20 years of life (Auer 1996). The first challenge in implementing a restoration 
plan was to fully understand the status of the sturgeon population. One of the best 

ways to determine the status is to capture and count the newly hatched larvae. A 
larval drift survey may be one of the more challenging and demanding surveys 
that biologists conduct within the Great Lakes Basin, and "larval drift" therefore 

is a phrase that is banned from the LRBOI natural resources department once the 
surveys are completed in the spring because of the exhaustion and stress that these 
surveys cause (this is only a partial joke!). 

Why the disdain for drift surveys? Unfortunately for fisheries staff, nme larvae 
(fry) can most effectively be captured at night. After nme hatch they remain buried 
in the gravel for a few days; once they have absorbed most of their yolk sac they 
drift downriver starting just after sunset through the early morning hours. To 
capture nme larvae fisheries staff need to become nocturnal, face the rain, snow, 
and ice, hike through the woods, and wade into chest-deep, swift-moving rivers 
with headlamps to set anchors and check drift nets. This is done every night for 
many consecutive days. 

When we started conducting these surveys in 2002, no lake sturgeon larvae 

had been captured in any Lake Michigan tributary including the Big Manistee River 
even after two years of drift surveys had been conducted by a university. This was 
alarming because it indicated that either no nme were successfully reproducing 
or only a few were surviving. Either way the prospects appeared bad. We decided 

to move our drift study site closer to the expected spawning area than the past 
researchers to increase the probability of capturing nme. Three LRBOI staff, Mark 
Bowen, Stephanie Ogren, and I, began heading down to a desolate location on the 
bank of the Big Manistee River at night to attempt capture of young nme. We set 

out four drift nets into the fast-flowing water, collected our catch every hour, and 
meticulously went through the samples. For the first few nights we caught almost 
everything in the river but sturgeon-thousands of sucker larvae, aquatic insects, 
lamprey amocetes, salmon, and trout fry. 

We were frustrated and disheartened until one evening Mark Bowen told us 
that we needed to follow a teaching that had been passed on to him. Both Stephanie 
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and I watched as he pulled out his medicine pouch, put tobacco into the water, and 

prayed that the grandfather fish would allow itself to be captured. I mention this 

because it is an example of trying to achieve the first goal within the plan, bringing 

the sturgeon and the people back to the river (restoring the fish/human relationship). 

This also exemplifies the integration of culture and biology-the tobacco floating 

upon the river right next to drift nets. 

That night I remember anticipating our first net pull to see if we would find 

a nme. As I poured my sample slowly into a white tray I scanned for signs of a 

swimming nme with my flashlight. As I looked at dozens of frantically swimming 

sucker larvae I saw something different, a grayish fish with a blunt head that was 

swimming entirely differently. For a moment I didn't know what species of fish it 

was. I had seen hundreds of sturgeon larvae before on the Sturgeon River (Barage 

County, Michigan) with my graduate advisor, Nancy Auer, but this time I was the 

one responsible for identifying the sturgeon, and this fish was smaller than any one 

I had observed before. 

I didn't realize it at the time but I was holding my breath, and my two partners, 

both aware of this, had stopped going through their samples and were intently 

watching me. When I looked up at them with a grin on my face, they both knew we 

had a fish, a sign that there were still reproducing sturgeon in the Big Manistee River. 

Mark leaned over our table, over the little sturgeon, and gave me a hug. After the fish 

was measured Mark carefully took the fish in his hand and released it back to the 

river. The connection between people and sturgeon had begun. This little sturgeon, 

and the few others we captured that year, demonstrated there was a small amount 

of natural reproduction taking place and also gave us an idea that would eventually 

be applied across the Lake Michigan Basin for restoring sturgeon. 

I Bringing Back the Sturgeon 

Tribes are not often recognized for the large amount of fishery research and restora

tion they do. Each year tribes in the Great Lakes conduct thousands of hours of 

biological assessments and numerous habitat restoration projects and bring millions 

of dollars into fishery improvements, such as fish stocking, improved road-stream 

crossings, bank stabilizations, and dam removals (USDOI 2007; Snyder et al. in 

preparation). This work benefits not only the tribal members but each and every 

person who enjoys the natural resources of the area. The LRBOI began dedicating 

hundreds of hours to sturgeon research after capturing the first sturgeon larvae. 

We captured eggs that in turn identified spawning locations, we found juvenile fish 

that demonstrated survival from larvae, and we began to determine what habitat 
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conditions were present and needed for spawning lake sturgeon. With this informa

tion, we could begin considering management approaches for restoring the nme. 
Since 2002 a dedicated group of scientists has gathered every two years to 

discuss lake sturgeon rehabilitation strategies. One of the critical topics discussed 
at the first meeting was the unique genetic arrangements and structure that was 

observed in remnant populations of nme across the Great Lakes. By taking a tissue 
sample from a nme (a small piece of a fin) researchers were able to assign quite 
accurately the river in which that particular fish had originated (Welsh et al. 2010; 

Welsh et al. 2008; DeHann et al. 2006). Genetic structuring indicated that sturgeon 
were philopatric, meaning that the spawning fish returned faithfully to the same river 
that they themselves originated (DeHaan et al. 2006). This imprinting of fish to a 

particular area for spawning is exhibited in other species as well, notably salmon, and 

changes the way we should look at management of these fish. This meant something 
very important to those at the meeting and for those making management decisions 
for nme; this genetic structuring (and imprinting) needed to be maintained because 
of important evolutionary traits that could be unique to each of the populations. 

The LRBOI started to develop a strategy for increasing sturgeon abundance in 
the Big Manistee River. One strategy historically used in sturgeon restoration was 
rearing fish in an off-site hatchery often far away from the river where the fish would 
be stocked. However, during the LRBOI Cultural Context Meetings we had discussed 
this strategy, and many of the participants were not supportive of the idea based on 
cultural values. It was clearly communicated that the sturgeon was a grandfather 
fish and part of the Big Manistee River watershed at all stages of life for a reason. 
The risk of altering their behavior by being reared in water from an off-site hatchery 

was not acceptable. The stewardship plan was clearly guiding us to keep the fish in 
the river at all times: "The Creator put the nme in the Big Manistee River. The nme 
and the rivers they use are part of our sense of place. The Creator put us here where 
the nme return. We are obliged to remain and protect this place:'(LRBOI 2008). 

The group believed that maximizing the chances of imprinting was essential, 

not only for the Big Manistee River sturgeon but also for the small surrounding 
populations where straying of Big Manistee River fish could adversely impact those 
populations as well. As Don Stone, a tribal elder, put it, "These fish were here when 
our ancestors were here;' and we needed to make sure that they would come back as 

they always had. The biologists needed to determine a strategy that would accom
modate the cultural and biological perspectives related to sturgeon restoration. The 
second question I posed above, "Would a tribal management approach be different 
from that of the other agencies?" has a simple answer-yes. There are often different 

management goals based on the unique culture of the tribes that in turn create 
different strategies toward management. 
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I find it interesting that at the same time sturgeon managers from across the 
Great Lakes were questioning traditional fishery management techniques for 
restoring sturgeon, tribal people were coming up with similar conclusions based 
on culture and biology. It demonstrated to me the great conservation potential 
that may be gained by including multiple perspectives and developing a shared 
knowledge where the outcome (which will be described below) will often be much 
richer and innovative than if only one perspective was included (Natcher, Davis, and 
Hickey 2005). By combining these perspectives there is much more than sturgeon 
restoration being accomplished. Jay Sam and Art deBres describe this philosophy 
as, "We are not introducing, we are rehabilitating ... we are assisting and saving our 
mother, grandfather and cousin:' (LRBOI 2008). 

I A New Approach to Sturgeon Management: Streamside Rearing 

In 2003 the LRBOI decided to design and operate a streamside rearing facility to 
rear lake sturgeon (Holtgren et al. 2007). The larvae that were captured during drift 
surveys would be protected for a few months inside the rearing facility and released 
back into the river (plate 12). Even though streamside rearing had been used suc
cessfully for salmon, trout, and walleye (Dupuis and Dominy 1994; Steward 1996), it 
had never been applied to sturgeon. The Big Manistee River system provided its own 
unique challenges for keeping the streamside-rearing facility running effectively. The 
challenge for us was to create a system that pulled the water from the river without 
having the rearing tanks inundated with the silt and sand that the river carried, 
especially during high flow events. The system also had be cost-effective, incorporate 
genetic conservation, and address the concerns of imprinting and spawning site 
fidelity (Holtgren et al. 2007). 

The streamside rearing facility was built inside a cargo trailer for mobility 
(plate 13). It is pulled by truck to a forested area along the banks of the Big Manistee 
River each spring and put into storage each fall. From the outside it appears to be 
indistinguishable from one you would see on the road except for the large tribal 
logo and black lettering that says, Nme Kooginaawsawin Koh-ge-now-sa-win, which 
means "The sturgeon home, where children are raised" in Anishinaabemowin 
(the language of the Ottawa). However, the inside is complete with water quality 
monitors, alarms, and safety systems. The water is pumped into the facility through 
100 meters of underground piping and enters a set of mechanical sediment filters, 
which remove a portion of the silt and sand load. The water is then forced into a 
large reservoir above the trailer and gravity-fed through the sidewall into the tanks 
and immediately drains back into the river. Because of the remote location of the 
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rearing facility, a safety system was necessary in case of a malfunction. We have a 

notification system that activates a phone when the water decreases to a low flow 
rate or stops and practically calls everyone in the department until someone checks 

to see what the problem may be. There have been nights when someone receives 
a call at two or three in the morning and our department phone tree lights up. No 

one rests until the fish are safe. 
Our larval collection procedure and the streamside rearing approach were 

appealing for many reasons. First, by capturing larvae for rearing we were allowing 
the spawning sturgeon to continue their natural process. Instead of capturing the 
prespawn fish and "stripping" their eggs and sperm, the sturgeon were selecting 
how they would mate and therefore continue the unique genetic structuring found 

within the population. Also, we decided to only collect 10 percent or less of the 

drifting larvae to ensure that if something did happen to the fish we were rearing, 
an adequate number of wild fish could provide that year's production. 

In a strict sense of the word, we were not necessarily even "stocking" fish but 

augmenting the population by removing fish already within the population and 
simply increasing their prospects of survival. When sturgeon are larvae they are quite 
vulnerable to many sources of predation. Many of these predators are relatively new 
to the watershed (intentional and unintentional releases) and are species the sturgeon 

has not necessarily developed defense strategies against. By rearing collected larvae 
we could also increase the chances of imprinting by keeping the fish in their own 
river water throughout their early life. 

I Bringing Both Back to the River 

The week leading up to the release of streamside-reared fish is hectic, and we are 

busy being scientists. Each fish is marked with a small internal tag so if it is later 

captured it can be identified and we can evaluate if the program is meeting its goals 
and objectives. Tissue samples are collected, including a small snip of the tail fin, 
to better understand the genetic makeup of the population and to ensure that what 
we release is representative of that in the wild. We attach small radio transmitters 
to a portion of the fish to monitor how the reared fish behave compared to their 
wild counterparts. After those activities, the week is no longer about science but 
about people and fish coming together next to the banks of the river. Marcella 

Leusby described this concept by offering, "When putting the sturgeon back in the 
river, I felt it was one of the most meaningful acts the LRBOI had done. It was very 
emotional:' (LRBOI 2008). 

The nme release is a celebration, a celebration with drumming and dancing, 



Figure 1. Drummers playing at the nme release ceremony. 

Figure 2. Young people releasing young sturgeon for future generations. 



Figure 3. Jimmie Mitchell singing a song while nme are released. 

Figure LJ. Mark Bowen with a transmittered nme about to be released. 
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recognizing invaluable partners and finally commencing with a pipe ceremony. 
After the pipe, the nme are taken from the raceways, carried overland in five-gallon 
buckets, and then released one by one, by hand, into the river. After the fish are 
released, a crowd of a couple hundred people stand silently for a few moments and 
begin to talk about the nme and about how they will be ready to celebrate again next 
year. The gathering of people is a mixture of the watershed community encompassing 
both tribal and non tribal people, where the differences among cultures are celebrated 
and the similarities are apparent. 

Bringing nme and people back to the river is now a goal of the watershed com
munity. Yes, the tribe largely funds the program (with support from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service) and provides the expertise, but the nontribal community provides 
tremendous support. The day when we release nme into the river is just as much 
about human ecology, how humans fit into the natural and social environments. It is 
at this type of celebration that I understand we are once again learning humans are 
part of the ecosystem, not an organism somehow separated. By putting our hands 
in the water and having the young nme slowly swim away, we are seeing ourselves 
in a different way. 

After rearing sturgeon for over seven years, the stewardship plan of the LRBOI 
is beginning to be realized. Each year adds new memories and stories to the rich 
relationship between humans and nme. The beginning of nme rearing begins with 
a simple act, someone taking their hand and gently guiding the newly captured nme 
larvae into a holding tank to be transported to the streamside rearing facility. The 
end of nme rearing also begins with a hand gently guiding the larger nme (around 
250 mm TL [10 inches]) back into the Big Manistee River. 

I Final Thoughts 

I stated at the beginning of this chapter that a goal of the stewardship plan was to 
promote tribal sovereignty and treaty rights. Tribal sovereignty allows tribes to 
conduct projects like nme restoration in the Big Manistee River, to bring people 
back to the river, to appreciate where we come from, and ultimately to understand 
each other. In this example, sovereignty is not some scary prospect where there is 
misunderstanding, confusion, and even anger between tribal and nontribal people. 
This is about harmony. 
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Plate 12. Streamside rearing trailer located on Manistee River, Michigan. 

Plate 13. The newly-released fish blend into the river background due to their cryptic color pattern. 




